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Daisy Jones & The Six
Taylor Jenkins Reid

In 1979, Daisy Jones and The Six split up. Together, they
had redefined the 70’s music scene, creating an iconic
sound that rocked the world. Apart, they baffled a world
that had hung on their every verse.
This book is an attempt to piece together a clear
portrait of the band’s rise to fame and their abrupt and
infamous split. The following oral history is a compilation
of interviews, emails, transcripts, and lyrics, all pertaining
to the personal and professional lives of the members of

My Name is Anna
Lizzy Barber

She Lies in Wait
Gytha Lodge

Freefall

Jessica Barry

the band The Six and singer Daisy Jones.
All of which is to say that while this is the first and only

Anna has been taught that virtue

On a hot July night in 1983, six

Surviving the plane crash is only the

authorised account from all represented perspectives,

is the path to God. But on her

school friends go camping in the

beginning for Allison.

it should be noted that, in matters both big and small,

eighteenth birthday she defies her

forest. Bright and brilliant, they are

The life that she’s built for herself

reasonable people disagree.

Mamma’s rules and visits Florida’s

destined for great things, and young

– her perfect fiancé, their world of

biggest theme park.

Aurora Jackson is dazzled to be

luxury – has disappeared in the blink

allowed to tag along.

of an eye. Now she must run, not

The truth often lies, unclaimed, in the middle.
A thrilling story told in the form of an extended oral

She has never been allowed to

history, Daisy Jones and the Six transports the reader

go – so why, when she arrives, does

Thirty years later, a body is

only to escape the dark secrets in

to the world of ‘70’s rock ‘n roll; creative chaos, musical

everything seem so familiar? And is

discovered. DCI Sheens is called to

her past, but to outwit the man who

alchemy and an iconic sound.

there a connection to the mysterious

the scene, but he already knows

is stalking her every move.

letter she receives on the same day?

what’s waiting for him: Aurora

Trade paperback • R290 • 9781786331519 • April

Rosie has grown up in the shadow
of the missing sister she barely

Jackson, found at long last.
But that’s not all. The friends have

remembers, her family fractured by

all maintained their innocence, but

years of searching without leads.

the body is found in a hideaway only

Now, on the fifteenth anniversary of

the six of them knew about.

her sister’s disappearance, the media
circus resumes in full flow, and Rosie

It seems the killer has always
lurked very close to home...

On the other side of the country,
Allison’s mother is desperate for
news of her daughter, who is missing,
presumed dead.
Mother and daughter must fight
– for survival and to find their way
through a dark web of lies and back
to one another, before it’s too late…

vows to uncover the truth.

“I devoured Daisy Jones & The Six in a day, falling
head over heels for it. Taylor Jenkins Reid
transported me into the magic of the ’70s music
scene in a way I’ll never forget. The characters
are beautifully layered and complex.
Daisy and the band captured my heart, and
they’re sure to capture yours, too.”
– Reese Witherspoon

But will she find the answer before
it tears her family apart?

Trade paperback • R290

Trade paperback • R290

9780241362983 • February

9781787301108 • February

Who killed Aurora Jackson?
Jonah Sheens untangles a
web of long-buried secrets
in this outstanding debut
thriller.

Heart-stopping and
addictive, Freefall is a
stunning thriller that
explores the deep and
complex bond between
mothers and daughters.

Trade paperback • R290
9781780899268 • January

From the winner of the
Daily Mail crime writing
competition comes an
enthralling debut thriller
about a young woman’s quest
to uncover her identity.
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Star-Crossed
Minnie Darke

When Justine Carmichael – Sagittarius and sceptic –
bumps into her teenage crush Nick Jordan – Aquarius and
true believer – it might be purely by chance. Or perhaps
it’s written in the stars.
An aspiring journalist, Justine is trying to get off the
bottom rung of the ladder at the Alexandria Park Star.
Nick, meanwhile, is a struggling actor who relies on the
Star’s eminent astrologer, Leo Thornbury, to help him find
direction in life.
Looking for a way to get Nick’s attention, Justine
reasons that she could simply make a few small alterations
to the horoscope for Aquarius. After all, it’s only the stars.
What could possibly go wrong?

The Rumour
Lesley Kara

My Lovely Wife
Samantha Downing

The Confessions
of Frannie Langton
Sara Collins

When single mum Joanna hears

Every marriage has secrets. Everyone

a rumour at the school gates, she

has flaws. Your wife isn’t perfect –

1826, and all of London is in

never intends to pass it on. But one

you know that – but then again nor

a frenzy. Crowds gather at the

casual comment leads to another

are you.

gates of the Old Bailey to watch

and now there’s no going back...

But now a serial killer is on the

as Frannie Langton, maid to Mr and

Rumour has it that a notorious child

loose in your small town, preying on

Mrs Benham, goes on trial for their

killer is living under a new identity, in

young women. Fear is driving your

murder. The testimonies against

their sleepy little town of Flinstead-

well-behaved young daughter off the

her are damning – slave, whore,

on-Sea.

rails, and you find yourself in bed late

seductress. And they may be

at night, looking at the woman who

the truth. But they are not the

lies asleep beside you.

whole truth.

So who is the supposedly
reformed killer who now lives among
them? How dangerous can one

Because you thought you knew
the worst about her. The truth is

tell her story. It begins with a girl

Joanna go to protect her loved ones

you know nothing at all.

learning to read on a plantation

is she’s unleashed?

Trade paperback • R290
9780241368497 • April

Trade paperback • R290

‘A great debut with
a slyly clever premise
and a rollercoaster ride to
the very last sentence.’
– Fiona Barton, bestselling
author of The Widow
and The Child.

Midhat Kamal is the son of a wealthy textile merchant from Nablus,

house in London, where a beautiful

a town in Ottoman Palestine. In 1914 he leaves to study medicine in

woman waits to be freed.

France, and embarks on a love affair that ends in catastrophe and alters

confessions, one burning question

Dexter as written by Gillian
Flynn – introducing
the next generation
of domestic thriller.

6

The Parisian

Isabella Hammad

in Jamaica, and it ends in a grand

But through her fevered

9781787631007 • February

A delicious romantic comedy about
good friends, true love and all the signs
of the Zodiac. Sometimes destiny needs
a nudge in the right direction…

For the first time Frannie must

rumour become? And how far will
from harm, when she realises what it

Trade paperback • R290 • 9781787631083 • April

haunts Frannie Langton: could

him profoundly. A dreamer, a romantic, an aesthete – he returns to
Nablus heartbroken to find Palestine under British rule.
Against a landscape of political change that continues to define the

she have murdered the only

Middle East today, The Parisian explores questions of power and identity,

person she ever loved?

the subject and the subjected, the enduring and multiple power of love,
and the uncanny ability of the past to trespass onto the present.

Trade paperback • R290
9780241349205 • April

Trade paperback • R290 • 9781911214434 • May

Slave. Whore. Seductress.
Murderer?

‘The Parisian is a lushly imagined, beautifully written,
expansive powerhouse of a debut. Isabella Hammad
is a great new voice.’ - Nathan Englander

7
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HAZEL PRIOR

COMMERCIAL
FICTION
North

Frank Owen

Ellie and the Harpmaker
Hazel Prior

The second and final instalment in a
stunning high-concept post-apocalyptic

Dan Hollis lives alone, in a remote

series in the vein of The Passage by Justin

barn hidden in the woods on Exmoor.

Cronin and Wool by Hugh Howey.

He leads a simple life and takes great

If a virus doesn’t kill you, the South will...

pleasure in the small things. For the

This is the story of Dyce and Vida.
This is the story of the Resistance and its

past twenty-three years he has been

last, desperate, stand.

making harps, choosing beautifully

This is the story of North.

coloured local wood, carving and
shaping it by hand.

Trade paperback • R290

Then, one day, Exmoor housewife

9781782399001 • February

Ellie Jacobs stumbles across the
barn by chance as she’s walking in
the woods. Dan gives her the gift

The Whisper Man

of a beautiful cherry wood harp,

Alex North

but Ellie’s controlling husband Clive
refuses to let her keep it – and so
she begins to take lessons in secret

Still devastated after the loss of his wife, Tom Kennedy and his young son Jake

at the barn.

move to the sleepy village of Featherbank, looking for a fresh start.

Ellie starts to dream of escaping

But Featherbank has a dark past. Fifteen years ago a twisted serial killer

her loveless marriage – and so

abducted and murdered five young boys. Until he was finally caught, the killer

begins a story of innocent deception,

was known as ‘The Whisper Man’.

unintended complications and life-

Of course, an old crime need not trouble Tom and Jake as they try to settle

changing consequences for them all.

in to their new home. Except that now another boy has gone missing. And then

A quirkily charming love story with

Jake begins acting strangely.

heaps of warmth and humour -

He says he hears a whispering at his window...

perfect for fans of The Keeper of Lost
Things and Three Things About Elsie.

Trade paperback • R290 • 9780718189808 • June

Trade paperback • R290
9781787630925 • May

Gripping, moving and brilliantly creepy, this
is an outstanding new psychological thriller.

8

‘[With] echoes of Cormac McCarthy’s The Road
and Stephen King’s The Stand...’
– Guardian on South
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I Owe You One

A Cornish Summer

When a handsome stranger in a coffee shop asks Fixie to watch his laptop

The hilarious new romantic

for a moment, she not only agrees, she ends up saving it from certain disaster.

comedy from the Number

To thank her, Sebastian, scribbles her an IOU – but of course Fixie never intends

One bestselling author

to call in the favour.

of About Last Night and

Sophie Kinsella

Catherine Alliott

That is, until her teenage crush, Ryan, comes back into her life and needs

Wish You Were Here.

her help – and Fixie turns to Seb. And now Fixie owes Seb: big time.
Trade paperback • R290

Soon the pair are caught up in a series of IOUs and Fixie is torn between

9780241384701 • May

the past she’s used to and the future she deserves.
Trade paperback • R290 • 9781787630215 • February

The Rosie Result
Graeme Simsion

Seven Letters
of Love

A hilarious new romantic comedy from
the Number One bestselling author.

Sinéad Moriarty

Until ten years ago,

Celtic Empire
Clive Cussler

A Rose Petal Summer
Katie Fforde

A Love Story for
Bewildered Girls
Emma Morgan

The murder of a team of U.N.

Caro Swanson has taken a job in

scientists while investigating

a remote part of Scotland.

mysterious deaths in El Salvador.

She’s answered an ad in The Lady:

geneticist Don Tillman

Five months into her

had never had a second

pregnancy Sarah collapses

date. Then he developed

and the beautiful life she

The Wife Project and met

dreamt of turns into a

Rosie, ‘the world’s most

nightmare. With Sarah’s

incompatible woman’.

future, and the future of

Now, having survived 3,653

her pregnancy, in their

days of marriage, Don’s

hands, her husband and

life-contentment graph,

sister fiercely disagree

recently at its highest point,

about what the doctors

is curving downwards.

should do. And the crisis

Don and Rosie’s ten-

reveals devastating fault-

year-old son, Hudson, is

lines in the lives of the

having trouble at school: his

entire family.

teachers say he isn’t fitting in

All the time the clock is

with the other kids. Rosie is

ticking. The medics need

battling Judas at work, and

a decision. Can her family

Grace has what one might call a ‘full

Don is in hot water after the

get beyond the fog of grief

and interesting life’ which is code for

Genetics Lecture Outrage.

and anger to figure out

For Don, learning to be

what’s for the best? And

A deadly collision in the waterways

being a companion to an elderly

not married and has no kids. Her life

off Detroit. An attack from tomb

gentleman who lives in a country

is the envy of her friends, but all this

a good parent as well as a

raiders on an archaeological site

estate could be perfect!

time she has been waiting in secret

good partner will require the

for love to hit her so hard that she

help of friends old and new.

Trade paperback • R290

would run out of breath.

It will mean letting Hudson

9781844884070 • May

along the Nile. Is there a link between

The fact that she may also see

can it ever heal?

The Porpoise
Mark Haddon

these violent events? The answer

Alec, the young man who she met

may lie with the tale of an Egyptian

some years previously and who she

make his way in the world,

A newborn baby is the sole survivor of a terrifying

princess forced to flee the armies of

has always thought of as her ‘one

woman at a party, she falls suddenly

and grappling with difficult

plane crash.

her father three thousand years ago.

who got away’, is of course purely

and desperately in love. At the same

truths about his own

incidental.

party, lawyer Annie meets the man of

identity. It will also mean

overprotective father. She knows nothing of the

her dreams – the only man she’s ever

opening a cocktail bar.

rumours about a beautiful young woman, hidden

From the desert sands of Egypt,
to the rocky isles of Ireland, to the

So begins a magical romantic

When Grace meets a beautiful

She is raised in wealthy isolation by an

Everyone’s favourite

deepwater lochs of Scotland, only

summer that will take Caro to

met whose table manners are up to

Dirk Pitt can unravel the secrets of

London to the south of France and

her mother’s standards. And across

unconventional couple are

an ancient enigma that could change

back again to Scotland in search

the city, Violet is making another

about to face their most

than he should. Forced to run for his life, he escapes

the very future of mankind.

of a classic lost perfume.

discovery of her own: that for the

important project yet – their

aboard The Porpoise, an assassin on his tail…

first time in her life she’s falling in

ten-year-old son

Trade paperback • R290

Trade paperback • R290

9780241349588 • March

9781780897554 • March

from the world.
When a suitor visits, he understands far more

So begins a wild adventure of a novel that leaps

love with a woman.

from the modern era to ancient times.
Trade paperback • R290

Trade paperback • R235

9780241388365 • April

Trade paperback • R290 • 9781784742836 • May

9780241377611 • March
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JAMES
PATTERSON
THE WORLD’S BESTSELLING THRILLER WRITER

The House Next Door
James Patterson

The Chef

James Patterson

18th Abduction
James Patterson

Out of Sight

James Patterson

Miracle at St Andrews
James Patterson

Unsolved

James Patterson

The House Next Door (with Susan

Police detective by day, celebrity

When three female schoolteachers

A brave military veteran returns

Seasoned pro golfer Travis McKinley

FBI researcher Emma Dockery is

DiLallo): Married mother of four

food truck chef by night, now

go missing in San Francisco,

home from her latest tour to

is cruising toward a new season

back with a vengeance. Obsessed

Laura Sherman was thrilled when

Caleb Rooney has a new title:

Detective Lindsay Boxer must

discover her worst nightmare has

when he misses a putt on the 18th

with finding a link between a string

her new neighbour invited her on

Most Wanted.

unravel the mystery of their

come to life - her entire family has

green. Just like that, he’s down

of deaths across several different

disappearance. But what starts

been abducted. With no trace, no

and out and off the Senior Tour,

states, she is convinced that there’s

his career all but dead.

a pattern. And where there’s a

some errands. But a few quick

In the Carnival days leading up

tasks became a long lunch – and

Mardi Gras, Detective Caleb Rooney

as a missing person case quickly

leads and very little hope, she must

now things could go too far with

comes under investigation for a

escalates to a troubling murder

call upon all her intuitions as wife,

a man who isn’t what he seems...

murder he is accused of committing

investigation.

mother and soldier to bring her

a mysterious stranger whose vision

a stop to. When Detectives working

family home.

is clear. Go back to the beginning.

on some of these cases start turning

The very beginning.

up dead, Emma knows that she’s

The Killer’s Wife (with Max

in the line of duty – as a Major

Lindsay’s husband Joe is pursuing

DiLallo): Six girls have gone missing.

Crimes detective for the New

a mysterious case himself, and a

Detective McGrath knows the only

Orleans Police Department. Has his

frightening new twist forces her and

way to find them is to get close

sideline at the Killer Chef food truck

Joe’s investigations to collide.

to the suspect’s wife... maybe

given him a taste for murder? While

too close.

fighting the charges against him,

courageous friends in the Women’s

The Witnesses (with Brendan

Rooney makes a pair of unthinkable

Murder Club, Lindsay and Joe fight

discoveries. His beloved city is under

to save their city from the corrupt

been forced into hiding after one of

threat of attack. And these would-be

clutches of a monster.

them stumbled upon a criminal plot.

terrorists may be local.

Or so they think. No one will answer
their questions. And the terrifying
truth may come too late...

Trade paperback • R290

The follow-up to Miracle at

9781780899763 • April

Augusta, this is an inspirational

With the help of her fierce and

DuBois): The Sanderson family has

Then Travis is visited by

An action-packed, new
stand-alone novel from
the world’s bestselling
thriller writer.

onto something.
With the death count rising,

story about hope, friendship,

Emma must act fast to catch this

and defeating the odds

killer, before she becomes the next
name on the hit list.

Trade paperback • R290
9781780899954 • April

FBI researcher Emma Dockery will
stop at nothing to link a series of
horrific crimes, in this thrilling sequel
to Invisible by James Patterson.

Trade paperback • R270
Trade paperback • R290

pattern, there’s a serial killer to put

9781780899336 • March

9781529123937 • February

Trade paperback • R290
9781780899374 • June

Trade paperback • R290
9781529123913 • January
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CRIME &
THRILLERS

The Wedding Guest
Jonathan Kellerman

An uninvited guest. A missing identity. A trail of deadly secrets.
When a horrified bridesmaid finds the body of a young
woman at a wedding reception, it makes the bride and groom’s

The Last

Hanna Jameson

There are no means of identification and nobody knows the

Jon Keller was on a trip to
Switzerland when the world ended.

The bride is convinced someone is trying to sabotage her big
day. The groom is sure it’s a dreadful mistake.
It’s up to brilliant psychologist Alex Delaware and LAPD
Lieutenant Milo Sturgis to uncover the truth. They have a

Twenty people remain in Jon’s
hotel. Far from the nearest city, they
Then one day, the body of a girl
is found. It’s clear she has been

motive for murder is personal…

murdered. Which means that
someone in the hotel is a killer...
As paranoia descends, Jon decides

Trade paperback • R270 • 9781780899022 • February

A gripping new thriller from the Number One
New York Times bestselling master of suspense.

Søren Sveistrup

The police make a terrible discovery
It arrived in my inbox just over

in a suburb of Copenhagen. A young

a month ago. Surprising, really, that it

woman has been killed and dumped

didn’t get shunted straight into junk.

at a playground. One of her hands

wait, they survive.

hundred guests to question, and a strong suspicion that the
The party’s over – and the hunt for the killer is on.

The Chestnut Man

C.J. Tudor

choice of a Saints and Sinners theme all the more macabre.
victim.

The Taking of
Annie Thorne

has been cut off, and above her
Sender: MSG@hotmail.com
Subject: Annie

hangs a small doll made of chestnuts.
Young detective Naia Thulin is
assigned the case. Her partner is

‘I know what happened to your sister.

Mark Hess, a burned-out investigator

It’s happening again.’

who’s just been kicked out of

to investigate. But how far is he

Europol. They soon discover a

willing to go in pursuit of justice?

Because when my sister was eight

mysterious piece of evidence on the

And what happens if the killer

years old, she disappeared. At the

chestnut man – evidence connecting

doesn’t want to be found?

time, I thought it was the worst thing

it to a girl who went missing a year

that could ever happen.

earlier and is presumed dead.

And then she came back...

murdered, Thulin and Hess suspect

Trade paperback • R290
9780241349182 • February

When another woman is found
that there’s a connection, but what
Trade paperback • R290

Q&A

WITH JONATHAN
KELLERMAN

What led you to switch from

that got me thinking I might also

a long-married father of four

psychology to fiction? I’ve been

be able to publish fiction – on

must avoid. Perhaps he’s my

writing compulsively since the

the side.

Walter Mitty fantasy.

as a form of expression rather

How similar is Alex Delaware

Who are your literary

than as a job opportunity. I was

to you? Alex and I share

influences? James T. Farrell,

also extremely fascinated by

some obvious features. We’re

Conan Doyle, Dumas, Verne,

science, specifically biology

both psychologists, driven

Ross McDonald. Stephen King

and human behavior. When I

and curious and compulsive.

will be read centuries from now

got to college, the best outlet

However, he’s younger, leaner,

– he’s the Edgar Allan Poe of

for that seemed to be a degree

more athletic, and better-

our generation. Elmore Leonard

in psychology. As a senior at

looking. Being a single guy, he

and Ruth Rendell are masters.

can get into the kind of trouble

Just a few among many.

age of nine but saw it, at first,

SCENE DO
NOT

UCLA, I won a literary award and

CROS

14

The world has ended.
Twenty survivors
remain in a hotel.
One of them is a killer.

is it?

9780718187460 • March
Trade paperback • R290

The spine-tingling new
thriller from the Sunday
Times bestselling author
of The Chalk Man

15

9780241372111 • April

From the creator of the hit
television show The Killing,
a nail-biting debut – a stylish
and atmospheric thriller that
follows the race to find a serial
killer terrorising Copenhagen.
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Run Away

Harlan Coben
You’ve lost your daughter. She’s addicted to drugs and to an abusive boyfriend.
And she’s made it clear that she doesn’t want to be found.
Then, quite by chance, you see her busking in New York’s Central Park. But she’s not
the girl you remember.
You don’t stop to think. You approach her, beg her to come home.
She runs. And you follow her into a dark and dangerous world you never knew
existed. Where criminal gangs rule, where drugs are the main currency, and murder
is commonplace.
Now it’s your life on the line. And nowhere and no one is safe.

One False Move
Robert Goddard

Trade paperback • R290 • 9781780894263 • April

Joe Roberts has a brain that seems
able to outperform a computer. To a
games company like Venstrom that
promises big profits if his abilities
can be properly exploited. So they
send Nicole Nevinson to track him
down and make him an offer too
good to refuse.

Out of the Dark

But his current boss is already

Gregg Hurwitz

making serious money out of Joe’s
talents and isn’t going to let him go
without a fight.

As a boy, Evan Smoak was taken from the orphanage he called home and inducted

Almost before she knows it,

into a top secret Cold War programme. Trained as a lethal weapon, he and his

Nicole’s crossed an invisible line

fellow recruits were sent round the world to do the government’s dirty work.

into a world where the game
being played has rules she doesn’t
understand and where no-one can
help her win.

But the programme was rotten to the core. And now the man responsible
needs to destroy the evidence. That includes Evan.

The Boy in the Headlights
Samuel Bjork

The Suspect

A Gift For Dying

Fiona Barton

M.J. Arlidge

To survive, Evan’s going to have to take the fight to his nemesis. There’s just one
problem with that. Jonathan Bennett is President of the United States and Evan

Winter 1999. An old man is driving

When two eighteen-year-old girls go

Adam Brandt is used to dealing with

isn’t his only victim.

home when his headlights catch an

missing on their gap year in Thailand,

all kinds of people - as a consulting

battle now isn’t just for Joe’s mind,

To save himself – and the country – Evan is going to have to figure out how to kill

animal on the empty road up ahead.

their families are thrust into the

psychologist with the Chicago Police

it’s for Nicole’s life.

the most well-protected man on the planet...

But it is not an animal at all. It is a

international spotlight: desperate,

Department he has faced his share

young boy, frightened and alone,

bereft and frantic with worry.

of criminals. But Kassie Wojcek is like

But win she must. Because the

Trade paperback • R290

Trade paperback • R290 • 9780718185497 • March

9781787630437 • March

with a set of deer antlers strapped
firmly to his head.

Lisa Gardner

no one else he’s encountered, fifteen-

does everything she can to be first to

years-old and burdened, she says,

the story, first to discover the truth –

with a terrible gift: she knows how

found in a mountain lake. Within

and this time is no exception. But she

and when you will die.

weeks, three people have died. Each

can’t help but think of her own son,

time, the killer has left a clue, inviting

who she hasn’t seen in two years,

murder of the first victim, Kassie

Special Investigations Detectives

since he left home to go travelling.

is caught up in the hunt for

Munch and Krüger to play a deadly

This time it’s personal.

a sadistic serial killer terrorising

Fourteen years later, a body is

Never Tell

Journalist Kate Waters always

After claiming to ‘feel’ the horrific

Detective DD Warren and Flora Dane must work together

game – a game they cannot possibly

to establish what really happened in an apparently open-

win. Against the most dangerous and

unfolds, they will all find that even

investigation, determined to stop

and-closed murder case, and whether the perpetrator is

terrifying kind of serial killer.

this far away, danger can lie closer

the torture she sees coming. But as

to home than you might think…

the body count rises, Adam must

innocent– or guilty as charged.
An unputdownable nail-biting thriller by the queen of
domestic suspense.

To find the killer they must look deep

And as the case of the missing girls

Chicago. Kassie pulls Adam into the

ask himself if he is putting his faith in

within their own dark pasts, but how can
you stop a murderer when you cannot

Trade paperback • R290

someone far more dangerous than

begin to predict their next move?

9781787630239 • March

he realised.

Trade paperback • R290 • 9781780897738 • March
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Trade paperback • R290

9780857522559 • March

9780718187897 • April
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LITERARY
FICTION
Once Upon a River
Diane Setterfield

The Secretary
Renee Knight

One More Lie

New Novel

Amy Lloyd

A dark midwinter’s night in an ancient inn on the Thames.

Thomas Harris

The regulars are entertaining themselves by telling
stories when the door bursts open on an injured stranger.

Look around you. Who holds the

Charlotte wants to start fresh. She

The number one Sunday Times

most power in the room? Is it the one

wants to forget her past, forget

bestselling author of The Silence

who speaks loudest, who looks the

prison, and, most of all, forget Sean.

of the Lambs and the creator of

part, who has the most money, who

But old habits die hard.

Hannibal Lecter, Thomas Harris,

commands the most respect?
Or perhaps it’s someone

Despite the ankle monitor she

Hours later the dead girl stirs, takes a breath and returns
to life.
Is it a miracle? Is it magic? Or can it be explained by
science?

returns with his first standalone

must wear as part of her parole

thriller since his debut novel Black

like Christine Butcher: a meek,

agreement and frequent visits to

Sunday.

overlooked figure, who silently bears

her therapist, she soon finds herself

witness as information is shared and

sliding back towards the type of

secrets are whispered. Someone

behaviour that sent her to prison in

who quietly, maybe even unwittingly,

the first place.

gathers together knowledge of the

In his arms is the drowned corpse of a little child.

Replete with folklore, suspense and romance, as well as
with the urgent scientific curiosity of the Darwinian age,
Once Upon a River is as richly atmospheric as Setterfield’s

Trade paperback • R290

bestseller The Thirteenth Tale.

9781785152191 • June
Trade paperback • R290 • 9780857525666 • February

And then, one day, Sean tracks her

people she’s there to serve – the

down. And she is forced to face the

ones who don’t notice her, the ones

one devastating memory she’d much

who consider themselves to be

much rather forget...

‘Harris’s writing bears
the hallmarks of honed
perfection.’ - The Times

A long-awaited, spellbinding new novel from
the author of No.1 New York Times bestseller
The Thirteenth Tale.

important.
There’s a fine line between loyalty
and betrayal. And when someone

Trade paperback • R290
9781780898926 • May

like Christine Butcher is pushed to
their limit, she might just become the
most dangerous person in the room...
Trade paperback • R290
9780857522856 • April

A thrilling new novel of
psychological suspense
from the award-winning,
internationally bestselling
author of The Innocent Wife.

The twisty, enthralling
new novel from the
No. 1 bestselling author
of Disclaimer.
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Professor Chandra
Follows His Bliss

LITERARY FICTION

January – June 2019

Birthday Girl

Black Leopard,
Red Wolf

Haruki Murakami

Rajeev
Balasubramanyam

Marlon James
One rainy Tokyo night,
a waitress’s uneventful

Tracker is known far and

Professor Chandra is an

twentieth birthday takes

wide for his skills as a

expert at complex problems.

a strange and fateful turn

hunter - and he always

There’s just one he can’t

when she’s asked to deliver

works alone. But when

crack: the secret of happiness.

dinner to the restaurant’s

he is engaged to find a

reclusive owner.

child who disappeared

In the moments after the
bicycle accident, Professor

Birthday Girl is a

three years ago, he

Chandra doesn’t see his life

beguiling, exquisitely

must break his own

flash before his eyes, but his

satisfying taste of master

rules, joining a group

life’s work.

storytelling.

of eight very different
mercenaries working

He’s just narrowly missed out on the Nobel Prize (again)
Paperback • R45 • 9781787301252 • February

and even though he knows he should get straight back to

together to find the boy.
Following the lost boy’s scent from one ancient city to

his pie charts, his doctor has other ideas.
He needs to take a break, start enjoying himself. In short,

A taste of master storytelling, published to
celebrate Murakami’s 70th birthday.

says his doctor, Professor Chandra should just follow his bliss.
He doesn’t know it yet, but Professor Chandra is about

another, into dense forests and across deep rivers, Tracker
starts to wonder: Who is this boy? Why has he been
missing for so long? Why do so many people want to keep
Tracker from finding him? And most important of all, who

to embark on the trip of a lifetime.

is telling the truth and who is lying?
Trade paperback • R290 • 9781784742546 • February
Trade paperback • R290 • 9780241315583 • March

The Great Wide Open

A spectacular, genre-redefining literary fantasy
novel from the Man Booker Prize-winning
author of A Brief History of Seven Killings.

Douglas Kennedy

Machines Like Me
Ian McEwan

It’s 1980s New York. Heady, excessive times. Alice Burns –
a young book editor - is deep into a manuscript about the

Untitled Novel 2

morass of family life. The observations resonates, perhaps

Machines Like Me occurs in an alternative 1980s London.

Elif Shafak

because she has just watched her own family implode.

Charlie is in love with Miranda, a bright student who

As she reads she wonders: When did the sadness start?

lives with a terrible secret. When Charlie comes into

And could it be that unhappiness is a choice?
Thus begins a great American epic which follows Alice
as she navigates high school bullying, first love and sexism

The new novel from the

money, he buys Adam, one of the first batch of synthetic

best-selling author of

humans. With Miranda’s assistance, he co-designs Adam’s

The Bastard of Istanbul.

personality. This near-perfect human is beautiful, strong

at an elite college, a spell in 1970’s Ireland, and a tragedy

and clever – a love triangle soon forms. These three beings

that sends her stateside as the US embraces a cowboy

Trade paperback • R290

actor named Reagan. But it is also the tale of her endlessly

9780241293874 • June

will confront a profound moral dilemma.
Ian McEwan’s new novel poses fundamental questions:

complex parents and brothers; how their destinies are

what makes us human? Could a machine understand the

written by the lies they tell themselves and others.

human heart? This provocative and thrilling tale warns of
the power to invent things beyond our control.

Trade paperback • R290 • 9780091953737 • March

Britain has lost the Falklands war, Margaret Thatcher
battles Tony Benn for power and Alan Turing achieves

A stunning epic from international
bestseller Douglas Kennedy.

a breakthrough in artificial intelligence. In a world not

WHO IS ELIF SHAFAK?

quite like this one, two lovers will be tested beyond their

Elif Shafak is an award-winning novelist

understanding.

and the most widely read female writer
Trade paperback • R290 • 9781787331679 • April

in Turkey. She is also a women’s rights
activist and an inspirational public
intellectual and speaker.
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The Son of
the House

Cheluchi
Onyemelukwe
When dramatic events
worthy of a Nollywood
movie force Nwabulu and
Julie into an airless, sickly
yellow room, the two
women relate the stories
of their very different lives.
Orphaned at age

The Tortoise Cried its Only Tear
Carol Campbell

ten, Nwabulu is forced
to work as a housemaid. Her life becomes complicated
when she falls in love with the son of a rich family.

It’s a black Karoo night and a young woman covered in
blood is running along a deserted dust track. Siena must
reach Seekoegat Primary School, the only safe place she
knows, but it’s a long way to run, a three-day ride on
a donkey cart.
As Siena runs, her story, and the story of her two

Julie is privileged and educated, yet, at thirty-four,
still adrift.
A decision she takes to change her situation
will have lifelong ramifications.
Pulsing with vitality and intense human
drama, Cheluchi Onyemelukwe-Onuobia’s debut

friends, comes alive. Growing up with her in the margins

is a celebration of resilient women as they navigate

were Boetie, neglected and wild, and Kriekie, whose

and transform what remains a man’s world.

mother worked the N1 truck-stops. When they meet
again as grownups, the three must relive the devastating

Trade paperback • R270 • 9781485903734 • February

The Zulus of New York

events that set them each on a new path.

Zakes Mda

All the while, a spectre moves through their tale: the
Karoo tortoise, a creature which holds the wisdom of
the ancient landscape and cries a single tear when it dies.

The novel opens in 1885 with the hero, Em-Pee, in wintry New

Gripping and brushed with the magical, The Tortoise

York, contemplating with distaste the melodramatic ‘savage’

Cried its Only Tear is Carol Campbell’s third novel, and,

performance of ‘The Wild Zulu’, in stark contrast to his own

The Distance

like her award-winning debut, tells of the lives

true history, so little understood here: ‘His Zulu colleagues call

Ivan Vladislavić

of the karretjiemense of the Great Karoo.

him Mpi, which has become Em-Pee to the English-speakers.’
His true name is not the only loss in this far, foreign country,

Softcover • R240 • 9781415210086 • January

The Tortoise Cried its Only Tear
is award-winning author Carol Campbell’s
third book on the Karoo.

A novel on one level about

and he is seen as little more than a freak-show act – though

boxing and a writer’s

at least he is not kept in a cage like the beautiful Dinka

boyhood obsession

Princess, with her gold-painted papier-mâché crown, and

with Cassius Clay, who

a patchwork cape of mink, otter and kodiak fur.
For Em-Pee, it is love at first sight, though she is not free

became Muhammad Ali,
Ivan Vladislavić’s The

to love anyone back: she is the property of Monsieur Duval,

Distance opens up into

proprietor of Duval Ethnological Expositions.

an unforgettable work on

Who is Carol Campbell?

And so begins one of Zakes Mda’s most striking stories, a short

collecting, brotherhood,

novel but one that packs a powerful punch and will stir up strong

growing up and the art

feeling in its depiction of terrible real injustices and indignities,

of writing itself.

Carol Campbell is a journalist who writes novels after hours. She covered South Africa’s
transition to democracy in 1994 and went on to win a British Council award for education

while at the same time celebrating the vigour and ingenuity

This is a textual treasure, constantly offering up more

of the creative spirit, and the transformative power of love.

from new perspectives.

Zakes Mda’s glorious new novel draws on the true history

reporting the following year. Her first novel, My Children Have Faces, (Karretjiemense in
Afrikaans) based on the donkey cart people of the Great Karoo, was published to critical acclaim

of ‘Farini’s Friendly Zulus’, men who were taken to Britain
Softcover • R270 • 9781415210260 • February

and then to America as performing curiosities.

in 2013. Her second novel, Esther’s House (’n Huis vir Ester in Afrikaans), on South Africa’s
Softcover • R230 • 9781415210154 • March

housing crisis, was published by Umuzi in 2014. She worked as a journalist for the Argus, the
Cape Times and the Mercury. She currently lives in the United Kingdom with her family.
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The Woman of
the Stone Sea

LAURI KUBUITSILE

MASANDE NTSHANGA

AFRIKAANSE
FIKSIE
Triangulum

Masande Ntshanga

Die skilpad se laaste traan
Carol Campbell

Hierdie roman vertel die verhaal van Siena, Boetie en

But Deliver Us from Evil

Kriekie, wie se lewens sedert kinderdae nou verweef is.

Lauri Kubuitsile

Boetie is verwilderd en verwaarloos, altyd besig met

Meg Vandermerwe

kattekwaad. Sy vriendskap met Siena laat hom egter sy
After the success of The Reactive,

But Deliver Us from Evil tells

selfwaarde besef. Kriekie is ’n wrak. Sy ma is ’n prostituut

Hendrik is a fisherman living in a tiny

Masande Ntshanga is back with

the story of two young women

wat by die stilhouplekke langs die N1 werk en hy het skaars

village on the West Coast.

a stellar novel, Triangulum, in which

whose lives converge at a crucial

’n huis. Wanneer sy ma, Dolly, nie terugkom nie, beland

a young maths genius who is

juncture. The story opens in 1870,

hy deur een vrou se goedhartigheid by Seekoegat

already experienced the loss of his

haunted by the disappearance of

when Nthebolang’s father is

Primêre Skool.

brother and the disappearance of his

her mother, begins to see visions

unjustly accused of being a witch

Die Karooskilpad se simboliese spore kan deur die hele

wife, and he is unashamedly drinking

of a mysterious obelisk, maybe even

and sentenced to death. After he

roman gesien word. Siena se pa, ’n karretjiemens, het altyd

himself to death to get away from his

a UFO, one she calls “the machine”.

has been ritually thrown off a high

gesê dat ’n skilpad die wysheid van die antieke landskap

sorrow. But when one day he brings

But her mother is not the only

cliff, Nthebolang and her mother

in hom dra. Daar word geglo dat ’n skilpad slegs een traan

home a wounded creature, believed

person who has gone missing, and

are forced to flee.

in sy leeftyd stort, die oomblik wanneer hy sterf.

to be a mermaid, he has rescued

the girl’s preoccupation with finding

from the shore, his life begins to

her escalates when she receives

has lost her parents to captors in

change.

a package meant for another

ongoing conflicts with the white

student at her school, one who’s

settlers. When she moves to the

gone missing, mailed to him by

small village of Nstweng, she meets

a mysterious refugee. She sets off

Nthebolang and the two strike

to try to uncover the truth. Opening

up an unlikely friendship.

Life has treated him poorly: he has

Softcover • R265
9781415209387 • April

in 1999, the novel deals with the

Beatrice, a fair-skinned Koranna girl,

out. When Nthebolang’s lover is

South Africa, while using elements

accused of witchcraft, it seems as if

of science fiction, and an

her childhood is repeating itself all

experimental structure, to explore

over again. Will she be able to save

ideas around time as well as

him, or will he meet the same fate as

contemporary sexuality.

her father? And is Beatrice a friend in
whom Nthebolang should place her

9781415210062 • May

Die skilpad se laaste traan
is bekroonde skrywer
Carol Campbell se derde
boek oor die Karoo.

Here, a tightly menacing tale plays

collapse of the homeland system in

Softcover • R235

Sagteband • R240 • 9781415210093 • Januarie

trust, or not?
A moving work of historical fiction
by the author of The Scattering.

Wie is Carol Campbell?

Carol Campbell werk in die media en skryf romans in haar vrye tyd. Sy het Suid-Afrika
se oorgang na demokrasie in 1994 as joernalis gedek en in die daaropvolgende jaar
die Britse Raad-toekenning vir onderwysverslaggewing gewen. Haar eerste roman, die

Softcover • R270

hoogaangeskrewe Karretjiemense (My Children Have Faces in Engels) verskyn in 2013.

9781485903826 • May

Daarna het sy ’n Huis vir Ester (Esther’s House in Engels) in 2014 by Umuzi gepubliseer.
Sy het as joernalis vir die Argus, die Cape Times en die Mercury gewerk. Sy woon tans
in die Verenigde Koninkryk saam met haar gesin.
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’n Spook in die huis
François Loots

Nadat Paul pakket kry by die Departement waar hy vertaal- en redigeerwerk gedoen
het, word hy ’n desktop-joernalis by Dia Dia, ’n groot mediahuis in Kaapstad. Paul
deel sy huis met ’n spook, Grasbek, en hier probeer hy ontvlugting vind.
Op ’n dag word Paul ’n medepligtige aan moord. Wanneer sy buurvrou Cherry
in haar slaap oorval word en sy die aanvaller doodmaak, help Paul haar om van
die lyk ontslae te raak.
Div werk ook by die Departement. Niemand weet hy beoefen sadomasochisme
nie. Ook in sý woonplek dwaal ’n spook: Grombek. Maar daar is nog spoke: Div se
pa vergaan in ’n aftreeoord in Durbanville en sy broer, Rikkie, wat getroud is met
’n seuntjie, het ’n dwelmprobleem.
Wanneer Rikkie egter sterf, besluit Div om sy seuntjie aan te neem en sy
aweregse leefstyl onselfsugtig op te gee.
Sagteband • R260 • 9781415210055 • April

Jagter

Bettina Wyngaard

Karaktermoord

Carina Diedericks-Hugo

Strafjaart
Theo Kemp

Klippe, messe en kruisboogpyle:

Jare gelede het die beeldskone digter

Wanneer Boeta sy tannie Lizette in

Die vreemdste – en wreedste –

Anna Neethling finaal uit die uitgewer

Pollsmoor besoek, word hy ingetrek

misdaadtoneel in kaptein Nicci de

Malan Sinclair se lewe gestap. Hul

by die lewens van randfigure wat

Wee se loopbaan.

Die man van
Quatro

Calvyn van Niekerk

verhouding was ’n maalkolk wat sy

hier óf ingelaat óf uitgelaat wil word.

Wanneer ’n dossier

Dan moet sy en haar nuwe

huwelik en loopbaan wou verswelg.

So byvoorbeeld is daar Grace, wat

uit ’n polisiekantoor

taakspan boonop bontstaan om

Maar nou is Anna onverwags terug.

trustgeld gesteel het, Nomza, wat

verdwyn, word ’n jong

saam met die nimlike Blackie Swart

Wanneer Malan haar lyk langs sy

wraak geneem het op die verkragter

vrouekonstabel, Lisa

’n internasionale insident te voorkom.

motor vind ná ’n helse uitval in sy

van haar aangenome dogter, en

Olckers, van diefstal

Ook op haar lessenaar: die dood

kantoor, bou die afwaartse spiraal

’n ma wie se ‘verkeerde seun’ in

beskuldig en geskors.

momentum op.

die tronk is.

Ná ’n grusame aanval

van twee jong meisies. En die
angswekkende vermoede dat al

’n Paar dae later maak ’n uittreksel

op haar ouers se plaas,

Soos die verhaal ontwikkel, word

hierdie sake met mekaar verband hou.

uit Anna se dagboek Malan die

die leser meegesleur na die verteller

Met soveel kinkels in die kabel soos

hoofverdagte in haar moord en

se grootwordjare en die tyd toe dinge

dooies in die staatslykhuis, moet

kom gebeure wat ’n dekade gelede

vir Lizette begin verkeerd loop het.

Nicci-hulle alles tot hul beskikking

tydens ’n drinkparty op ’n wynplaas

Maar alles is nie so strak soos

inspan om ’n nuwe hel af te weer:

afgespeel het op die lappe. Iets het

tronkmure nie. Die roman is vol

Die lewe vir Hendrik, ’n visserman

hande te neem en die

van ’n rekenaarfundi, tot stiletto’s

daardie aand in die kelder gebeur en

kleurryke figure – onder andere

van ’n klein Weskusdorpie, het tot

aanvallers op te spoor.

en selfs ’n paar petrolbomme.

meer as een paar hande is bevlek.

’n skipper wat deesdae sy gebak

nou toe soos ’n stormsee gerol.

aan die tronk verkoop en ’n sensuele

In sy lewe het hy reeds sy broer aan

die enigste man uit

tronkbewaarder met ’n jazzstem.

die dood afgestaan, maar dit is die

op wraak nie: die

En hoe meer ’n mens kyk, hoe

verdwyning van sy vrou wat hom

geheimsinnige Patel,

Ramoth, vlymskerp polisiefotograaf

onsekerder is jy oor wat binne

bitter maak en na die papsak wyn

’n oorlewende van ’n

Stella Jansen se mak Komododraak.

en wat buite is.

laat reik.

martelkamp in Angola,

Gou kom Nicci agter die monsters
wat haar lewe en dié van haar
kollegas bedreig, is gevaarliker as

Sagteband • R230
9781415210178 • Februarie

In Jagter, haar derde Nicci de
Sagteband • R270

Wee-riller, draai Bettina Wyngaard

9781485903888 • Maart

al die krane oop.

9781415210048 • Februarie

Olckers, dit was meer as

Meg Vandermerwe

net ’n gewone rooftog.
Hy besluit om reg in eie

Maar Thinus is nie

Só staan hy dronk en droewig

soek die bloed van Vusi Radebe, destyds ’n wag in die kamp. Radebe

in die koue see, reg om homself te

is nou ’n generaal in die Suid-Afrikaanse Weermag en Patel ’n skatryk

verdrink terwyl sy hond op die strand

goudsmokkelaar. Dit blyk dat die vermiste dossier in opdrag van Patel

vir hom wag.

gesteel is en Thinus Olckers krap nou waar dit nie jeuk nie.

Maar Hendrik se lewe verander
Sagteband • R250

besef haar broer, Thinus

Die vrou van die klippesee

Kaptein Dirk Bremer, ’n stroomop alleenloper, is op die spoor van

handomkeer wanneer hy ’n gewonde

sowel die plaasaanvallers as Thinus, nou ’n gevaarlike vigilante. Daar is

gedierte, wat herinner aan ’n

’n gruweldaad op Bremer se werf gepleeg en hy is ewe onverbiddelik as

meermin, vind en huis toe bring.

Thinus en Patel.

Sagteband • R265

Sagteband • R280 • 9781485903840 • Mei

9781415209417 • April
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Now available in Paperback

NON-FICTION

PAULO COELHO

Upheaval

Jared Diamond
In his landmark international bestsellers Guns, Germs
and Steel and Collapse, Jared Diamond transformed our
understanding of what makes civilizations rise and fall.
Now in the third book in this monumental trilogy, he

Still Me

Jojo Moyes

Past Tense

The President
is Missing

Lee Child

Bill Clinton,
James Patterson

reveals how successful nations recover from crisis.

Hippie

Diamond shows us how seven countries have survived

Paulo Coelho

defining upheavals in the recent past. Looking ahead to
the future, he investigates whether the United States, and

Drawing on the rich

the world, are squandering their natural advantages and

experience of his own life,

are on a devastating path towards catastrophe.

The third Lou Clark novel,

Jack Reacher is on a quest

following the Number One

into his father’s past, in the

international bestsellers Me

most stomach-clenching,

‘The dream team delivers

bestselling author Paulo

Before You and After You.

hair-raising, blood-curdling

big time … Clinton’s insider

Coelho takes us back in

economics and anthropology that marks all Diamond’s

ticking time bomb of an

secrets and Patterson’s

time to relive the dreams

work, Upheaval reveals how both nations and individuals

adventure yet.

storytelling genius make

of a generation that longed

can become more resilient. The result is a book epic in

this the political thriller of

for peace and dared to

scope, but also his most personal yet.

the decade.’ – Lee Child

challenge the established

Paperback • R175
9781405924207 • February

Paperback • R175
9780857503626 • April

Exhibiting the awe-inspiring grasp of history, geography,

Trade paperback • R320 • 9780241003435 • June

social order.
Paperback • R175
9781787460171 • May

Paperback • R195

From ‘the master storyteller of the human
race’ (Daily Mail), a brilliant new theory
of how and why some nations recover
from trauma and others don’t.

9781787461697 • June

Visit www.penguinrandomhouse.co.za
for more titles now available in paperback

Jared Diamond

Jared Diamond is the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of Guns, Germs, and
Steel, which was named one of TIME’s best non-fiction books of all time, the
number-one international bestseller Collapse, and most recently The World
Until Yesterday. A professor of geography at UCLA and noted polymath,
Diamond’s work has been influential in the fields of anthropology, biology,
ornithology, ecology and history, among others.
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A series of special
editions of the
best popular
science books
to explore the
patterns of our
planet. Designed
by Patternity, the
award-winning
creative studio
and pattern
consultancy.

Patterns of Life:
Guns, Germs
and Steel
Jared Diamond

NON-FICTION

January – June 2019

Patterns of Life: Sapiens
Yuval Noah Harari

In this bold and provocative book,
Yuval Noah Harari explores who
we are, how we got here and
where we’re going. Sapiens is
a thrilling account of humankind’s
extraordinary history – from the
Stone Age to the Silicon Age – and
our journey from insignificant apes
to rulers of the world.
Paperback • R235
9781784873646 • January

The Four Horsemen

Richard Dawkins, Sam Harris,
Daniel C Dennett,
Christopher Hitchens

Patterns of Life:
Cradle to Cradle

Michael Braungart,
William McDonough

Patterns of Life:
The Origin
of Species
Charles Darwin

Patterns of Life:
Adventures in the
Anthropocene
Gaia Vince

Mouth Full of Blood
Toni Morrison

Professor Jennifer Eberhardt is

essays, speeches and meditations

a Stanford Social Psychologist and

Known as the ‘four horsemen’ of New

interrogate the world around us.

one of the world’s leading experts

Atheism, these four big thinkers of

They are concerned with race,

on racial bias. In Biased, she draws

the twenty-first century met only

gender and globalisation. The

on groundbreaking research to

once. Their electrifying examination of

sweep of American history and the

demonstrate that even without

ideas on this remarkable occasion was

current state of politics. The duty of

explicit racism, our unconscious

intense and wide-ranging. Everything

the press and the role of the artist.

biases powerfully shape our

that was said as they agreed

Throughout Mouth Full of Blood our

behaviour leading to racial disparities

and disagreed with one another,

search for truth, moral integrity and

in all sectors of society.

interrogated ideas and exchanged

expertise is met by Toni Morrison

insights – about religion and atheism,

with controlled anger, elegance and

not only describes one of the most

science and sense – speaks with

literary excellence.

fundamental problems of our age,

urgency to our present age.
The dialogue was recorded, and
is now transcribed and presented

A vital new non-fiction collection

This book proposes a new

When the eminent naturalist

In recent decades human

winning book, Jared

vision for modern industry.

Charles Darwin returned from

beings have altered the

Hardcover • R215

Diamond puts the case

Instead of our current

South America on board

planet beyond anything

9780593080399 • March

that geography and

wasteful and polluting

the HMS Beagle in 1836, he

it has experienced in its

biogeography, not race,

methods of manufacturing,

brought with him the notes

4.5 billion-year history. We

moulded the contrasting

we could be taking nature

and evidence that would form

have become a force on a

fates of Europeans, Asians,

as a model for making

the basis of a world-changing

par with earthshattering

Native Americans, sub-

things. In designing and

theory: the evolution of

asteroids and planet-

Saharan Africans, and

producing products we

species by a process of

cloaking volcanoes.

aboriginal Australians.

need to stop worrying

natural selection. This theory,

Gaia Vince travels the world

A ground-breaking and

about being ‘less bad’

published as On the Origin of

to explore what all these

humane work of popular

and start finding ways of

Species in 1859, is the basis

changes really mean to our

science.

actually being good.

of modern biology and the

daily lives.

9781784873653 • January

and revered writers of our time.

ways our unconscious mind shapes
our thinking and behaviour when

Trade paperback • R320

it comes to race, stereotyping,

9781784742867 • March

inequality and how we view others.
Trade paperback • R320
9781785151484 • April

Paperback • R235
Paperback • R235

but puts forward solutions.
A landmark exploration of the

concept of biodiversity.
9781784873639 • January

Perhaps more importantly, Biased

from one of the most celebrated

here with new introductions from

In this Pulitzer Prize-

Paperback • R235

Jennifer Eberhardt

Spanning four decades, these

the surviving three horsemen.

Paperback • R235

Biased

9781784873615 • January

9781784873622 • January
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Love for Imperfect Things
Haemin Sunim

Many of us respond to the pressures of life by turning inwards and
ignoring problems, sometimes resulting in anxiety or depression.
Others react by working harder. But we must first be at peace with
ourselves before we can be at peace with the world around us.
In this beautiful follow-up to his international bestseller The
Things You Can See Only When You Slow Down, Buddhist monk
Haemin Sunim turns his trademark wisdom and kindness to selfcare, arguing that only by accepting yourself – and the flaws which
make you who you are – can you have compassionate and fulfilling
relationships with your partner, family and friends.
Hardcover • R215 • 9780241331125 • February

A beautiful guide for learning to love ourselves,
from the author of the internationally bestselling
The Things You Can See Only When You Slow Down.

The Boy Who
Followed His Father
into Auschwitz
Jeremy Dronfield

One morning on the outskirts of
Damascus, two starving friends are

In 1939, Gustav Kleinmann, a Jewish

underground operative called Witold

walking through their desolate city

upholsterer in Vienna, was seized by

Pilecki accepted a mission to report

and come across a familiar street

the Nazis. Along with his teenage

on Nazi crimes and raise a secret

that has been turned to rubble.

son, Fritz, he was sent to Buchenwald

army to stage an uprising.

Aeham turns to the only comfort he

pair beaten, starved and forced

Julie Yip-Williams

Shunmyo Masuno

A beautiful and perceptive memoir

centre – Auschwitz.
Over the next two and half years,

reach far beyond the streets of his
home and carry consequences he

of Nazi atrocities to the West,

could never have dreamed of.

transferred to Auschwitz, Fritz

culminating in the mass murder

refused to leave his side. Throughout

of over a million Jews.
This is the first major account
of his amazing journey, drawing

his country and finding safety, will

on exclusive family papers and

move readers with its raw and candid

the love between father and son.

recently declassified files as well

emotion. This is a gripping portrait

as unpublished accounts from

of a man’s search for solace and

and meticulous archive research,

the camp’s fighters to show how

of a country that has been fiercely

this book tells his and Fritz’s story

he saved hundreds of thousands

torn apart.

of lives.

Based on Gustav’s secret diary

A powerful, moving account of life

an intensive care unit, by the writer

mother with Stage Four metastatic

you will learn to find happiness

and survival unparalleled in the

behind the Secret Doctor blog.

cancer, The Unwinding of the Miracle

not by seeking out extraordinary

history of the Holocaust.

challenges the way we write and

experiences but by making small

means to be alive and how it feels to

talk about death and demands you

changes – to what you do, how you

and son’s fight to stay together and

rebellion, sabotage and escape

care for a living.

contemplate your own fragility,

think, how you interact with others

to survive the Holocaust.

from a Nazi death camp.

relationships, and how you live your

and how you appreciate the present

one precious life.

moment. With each task, you will
open yourself up to a renewed sense

The inspiring true story of a father

The first account of one of the

in Damascus, and a story of how the

greatest heroes of WWII, and

power of music can unite

a gripping story of defiance,

people in the face of conflict.
Trade paperback • R320
9780241347515 • April

Trade paperback • R320

Trade paperback • R320

9780241374948 • February

9780753545171 • April

of peace and inner calm.

9781787630406 • February
Hardcover • R320
9780241371831 • April

32

his city, friends and family to leaving

one constant that kept them alive:

for the first time – a story of courage

Trade paperback • R320

This tender and poetic account of
Aeham’s experiences, from losing

suffering they endured, there was

In Zen: The Art of Simple Living,

9781784709457 • February

fellow Syrians. It is a song that will

army that smuggled evidence

An inspiring memoir by a young

Hardcover • R320

street to play a song of hope to his

camp they were held in.

that explores the emotional life of

Seven Signs of Life is about what it

has left and pushes his piano into the

Witold forged an underground

the horrors they witnessed and the

Aoife Abbey

The name of the detention

to build the very concentration
When Gustav was set to be

Zen: The Art of
Simple Living

Aeham Ahmad

Nazi occupation of Poland, an

unimaginable ordeal that saw the

The Unwinding
of the Miracle

Jack Fairweather

The Pianist of Yarmouk

In the Summer of 1940, after the

in Germany. There began an

Seven Signs of Life

The Volunteer
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The Lost Art of Scripture

The Making of a Manager

At a time of intolerance and mutual

Facebook VP Julie Zhuo remembers

From the creator of hit podcast

Youth Revolution is the inspirational

incomprehension, The Lost Art of

the moment when she was asked

Eat Sleep Work Repeat comes

story of how Kiara Nirghin, a sixteen-

Scripture shines fresh light on the

to lead a team. She felt like she’d

a revolutionary re-envisioning

year-old high-school student from

world’s major religions to help us

won the golden ticket, until reality

of how to enjoy your job.

Johannesburg, overcame severe health

build bridges between faiths and

came crashing in. She was just 25

rediscover a creative and spiritual

and had barely any experience being

quo, if you want to find out how

2016 International Google Science Fair

engagement with holy texts.

managed, let alone managing others.

things could be done better, if you’re

for her unique and innovative solution

seeking greater fulfilment at work

to worldwide drought.

Julie Zhuo

Karen Armstrong

The Joy of Work
Bruce Daisley

If you’re not happy with the status

Youth Revolution
Kiara Nirghin

obstacles to win the grand prize at the

An urgent review of the use and

It took her years to find her way,

abuse of holy texts in today’s world

but now she’s offering you the short-

and a life that is less fraught,

– and a call for peace at a time

cut to success. This is the book she

The Joy of Work will point the way.

her journey from the hospital bed to

when religion is viewed as a source

wishes she had on day one.

Twitter’s VP Europe reveals how

the international stage as the winner

If you’re looking to be promoted or

of conflict.

in your first decade of management,
Trade paperback • R320

Land of My Ancestors

9781847924322 • June

Botlhale Tema

to make our workplaces fit for the

of the science award, but also looks

21st century.

at issues surrounding stagnant youth

this is your goto-guide.
A fresh and feisty guide to getting
results and respect in your early

Youth Revolution not only covers

innovation, while considering the
Trade paperback • R320
9781847942388 • February

managerial roles.

dangers of lacking diversity in STEM
(science, technology, engineering
and maths). The book includes
contributions from prominent women

When working on the UNESCO Slave Route project in the early 2000s, Botlhale
Tema discovered the extraordinary fact that her highly educated family from

Trade paperback • R320

in science and education, among them

the farm Welgeval in the Pilanesberg had originated with two young men who

9780753552896 • April

Malala Yousafzai, the Pakistani activist

had been child slaves in the mid-nineteenth century. She pieced together the

for female education and the youngest

fragments of information from relatives and members of the community, and

Nobel Prize laureate.
Youth Revolution is a deeply human

scoured the archives to produce this book.

and truly inspirational real-life story

Land of My Ancestors, previously published as The People of Welgeval, tells
the story of the two young men and their descendants, as they build a life for

that will enthral teenagers and adults

themselves on Welgeval. A new prologue and epilogue give more historical

alike, proving that even ‘ordinary’

context to the narrative and tell the story of the land claim involving the farm,

teenagers can do extraordinary things.

which happened after the book’s original publication.
Softcover • R210
9781776093564 • January

Softcover • R220 • 9781776094127 • February
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Invest Your Way to Wealth
Thobelani Maphumulo

How do you grow your capital while still preserving it? And how do
you use investment vehicles to contribute positively to your financial
freedom and a comfortable retirement? The answer is simple:
financial education is the precursor to good investment decisionmaking. Every potential investor should equip themselves with basic
products and asset classes. For those who envisage a carefree

DAVID ROWAN

Extreme Economies
Richard Davies

retirement but lack the means to achieve it, Invest Your Way to
Wealth is the essential guide to financial freedom.
Invest Your Way to Wealth explains the difference between

The Disruptors

How to Succeed in the
African Market

David Rowan

Winfred Oppong-Amoako

The award-winning commentator on

economies succeed and fail, Richard

technology, innovation and trends

In this book, business adviser,

Davies takes the reader off the

reports back on a three-year, global

executive coach and author Winfred

beaten path to places where part of

quest to find truly bold visionary

Oppong-Amoako presents a detailed

the economy has been repressed,

leaders who have recalibrated their

picture of Africa’s investment

removed, destroyed or turbocharged.

businesses in radical ways so as to

environment, outlining the risks,

By travelling to each of them and

grow and succeed in the digital age.

challenges, misconceptions and

Extreme Economies tells small stories
that shed light on today’s biggest

products, retirement annuities and forex markets, and clarifies the
distinction between risk-free and risky assets. Easy to understand,
practical and informative, Invest Your Way to Wealth will ensure that
you, too, can watch your money grow and retire financially secure.

In his quest for a purer view of how

discovering what life is really like,

consumer and investment debt, discusses the various insurance

Softcover • R220 • 9781776094318 • June

opportunities, and providing a stepTrade paperback • R320
9781787631199 • June

THOBELANI MAPHUMULO

RICHARD DAVIES

financial and investment fundamentals before investing in various

How to Get a SARS Refund for
Small Businesses

by-step guide for approaching the
African market.

Daniel Baines

economic questions.
Softcover • R250
Trade paperback • R320

9781776092956 • March

How to Get a SARS Refund for Small Businesses aims

9781787632004 • May

to bridge the current education gap that exists for
entrepreneurs and small-business owners who were never
taught about tax in school or at university.
The book covers different types of tax that a small-

Radical Economic Transformation

business owner may encounter, including income tax,

William Gumede

VAT, pay-as-you-earn (PAYE) and dividends tax. The book
details how different types of entities are taxed, such as a
private company compared with a sole proprietor.

Radical economic transformation has become a slogan in South African political
discourse, but what would it truly involve if implemented? The most successful

Softcover • R120 • 9781776094257 • April

case of radical economic transformation was found in the East Asian Tiger
economies – countries such as South Korea, Singapore, Hong Kong and Taiwan.
After the Second World War they were even poorer than African countries today,
and within a generation they were among the world’s most dynamic economies.
This book unpacks the radical economic transformations of the East Asian
Tigers since their independence after the Second World War. Like many
African and developing countries, most of them had been colonised and were
then governed by liberation and independence movements. What have these
countries done right, and what lessons can we learn from them?
WILLIAM GUMEDE

William Gumede is an associate professor in the School of Governance at the
University of the Witwatersrand. He is executive chairperson of Democracy
Works Foundation and former deputy editor of the Sowetan newspaper. He is
the author of the bestselling Thabo Mbeki and the Battle for the Soul of the ANC.
Softcover • R280 • 9781776093502 • May
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7 Things A Young
Black Entrepreneur
Should Know
Karabo Che Makoape

The Mastermind

The SABC8

Evan Ratliff

Foeta Krige

Furious Hours
Casey Cep

South Africa’s
Greatest Bowlers

Ali Bacher and David Williams
The incredible true story of a

In 2016, the country watched as eight

In 1977, prominent Alabama lawyer

Bass Fishing in
South Africa
Gareth Coombs

decade-long quest to bring down

journalists stood up to the public

Tom Radney cold-called Harper Lee

The South African cricket team has

The goal of any fisherman is to catch

Being black is good. Being black

Paul Le Roux – the creator of a

broadcaster to dissent against the

and asked whether she might be

always had a formidable bowling

fish! However, this is not always as

is hard. The odds of success for

frighteningly powerful internet-

censorship imposed by COO Hlaudi

interested in writing about a peculiar

attack, feared by batsmen around

simple as casting a line or throwing

any entrepreneur are poor. The

enabled cartel, who merged the

Motsoeneng and the capture of the

case he’d just finished working on.

the world. Kagiso Rabada appears

a net into the water. Some fish are

odds of success for a young

ruthlessness of a drug lord with

newsroom. They would become

It involved a man named Willie

near the top of the recent ICC

wily, and know how to avoid the

black entrepreneur are abysmal.

the technological savvy of a Silicon

known as the SABC8. While many

Maxwell, a black preacher who

rankings, and previous teams and

hooks, lures or bait that have been

The 7 Things Every Young Black

Valley entrepreneur.

may remember the headlines, photos

killed at least five of his relatives,

generations have included their own

set for them. Knowing how a fish

Award-winning investigative

and footage that circulated during

and Robert Burns, a younger black

legends. But who are the greatest of

might behave in specific weather

practical guide written to empower

journalist Evan Ratliff spent four

that time, few know the real story:

Vietnam vet who assassinated

them all?

conditions, or at certain times of the

the next generation of young black

years piecing together this intricate

the way lives were changed while

Maxwell. Radney defended first

entrepreneurs and assist them in

puzzle, chasing Le Roux’s empire

history was being made.

Maxwell and then Burns and got

books on all-rounders and batsmen,

improving those odds. Based on the

and his shadowy henchmen around

them both off of first-degree murder

Ali Bacher and David Williams now

author’s decade’s experience as an

the world, conducting hundreds of

SABC8, shares his version of events:

charges.

turn their attention to South Africa’s

the frustration and the pleasure

entrepreneur, it is a distillation of

interviews and uncovering thousands

how it came about that eight very

top bowlers. The book features early

of trying to catch this predatory

the most important lessons he has

of documents. The result is a riveting,

different journalists from within the

legends such as Hugh Tayfield, Neil

sportfish. Bass Fishing in South

learnt, and will empower the reader

unprecedented account of a crime

public broadcaster, each one with

Furious Hours is the true-crime

Adcock and Peter Pollock; post-

Africa is his response to years of

to understand how to leverage their

boss built by and for the digital age.

their own unique background and

story based on these events, and

isolation stars Allan Donald, Fanie

patiently studying currents, wind,

motivation, were brought together

the story of Harper Lee’s later years

de Villiers, Makhaya Ntini and Paul

air temperature and the underwater

Entrepreneur Should Know is a

strengths, minimise their weaknesses,

Now Foeta Krige, one of the

It turns out that Harper Lee was
very interested in this story.

Following the success of their

year, improves the angler’s chance
of making a catch.
Gareth Coombs has experienced

count the true cost of success, be

Trade paperback • R320

by sheer coincidence to fight the

as a writer – and, with that, a major

Adams; and recent speedsters Morne

landscape, in order to understand

patient, tell the difference between

9781787630246 • March

mighty SABC in the name of media

revision to what we think we know

Morkel, Dale Steyn, Vernon Philander

the behaviour, sensory capabilities

good and bad ideas, manage risk,

freedom. This forms the backdrop for

about an iconic American writer.

and Kagiso Rabada. It also considers

and nesting habits of largemouth

raise funding wisely and build

a lesser-known story – one of death

players who, but for apartheid, might

black bass. His approach will delight

shared prosperity. And a whole lot

threats, intimidation, assault and the

have been their equals.

bass fishermen and freshwater

more. And all from the young black

eventual death of Suna Venter.

Trade paperback • R320
9781785150746 • June

day when everything started, telling
Softcover • R190

the gripping, and often harrowing,

9781776094332 • June

story behind the sensational
headlines.

anglers who are facing the challenge
Softcover • R260

Krige takes the reader back to the

entrepreneur’s perspective.

Harper Lee and an
Unfinished Story of Race,
Religion and Murder.

Softcover • R200
9781432309879 • May

Softcover • R230
9781776093892 • June
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of catching largemouth.

9781776093816 • May
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NEIL TOVEY

BIOGRAPHIES
Class Action

Charles Abrahams
Charles Abrahams has spearheaded class-action lawsuits to defend
the vulnerable and oppressed, but as a child he experienced
oppression himself in the most visceral way.

Tim Cook

Leander Kahney

A Captain’s Journey
Neil Tovey

The Dalai Lama
Alexander Norman

In this remarkable memoir, Charles recounts his poverty-stricken
youth on the Cape Flats, amidst habitual gang fights and domestic

In 2011, Tim Cook took on an

Football legend Neil Tovey tells his

One of the best-known and

violence. In the tiny home he shared with ten siblings, his father

impossible task – following in the

fascinating life story, describing

respected public figures of modern

abused his mother, while at school he and other learners were

footsteps of one of history’s greatest

his modest upbringing in Durban,

times, The Dalai Lama’s message of

brutalised by teachers and subjected to inferior ‘Bantu education’.

business visionaries, Steve Jobs.

his entry to a mainly black sport in

peace and compassion resonates

Growing increasingly resilient and resistant, Charles joined the

Facing worldwide scrutiny, Cook

a deeply segregated 1980s South

with people of all faiths and none.

school boycotts of the late 1980s, educated himself through relentless

(who was often described as shy,

Africa, his time as captain of Kaizer

And yet, for all his worldwide fame,

reading, and succeeded in studying at university and qualifying as a

unassuming and unimaginative)

Chiefs and Bafana Bafana, and the

he remains personally elusive.

lawyer. He made a living defending local gangsters, until a scholarship

defied all expectations. Under Cook’s

experience of winning the 1996

took him to the Netherlands to study international law. There, in the

leadership Apple has soared: its

Africa Cup of Nations. Tovey talks

Oxford-trained scholar of the

seedy streets of Amsterdam, he confronted the racial and sexual scars

stock has nearly tripled to become

frankly about his two heart attacks,

history of Tibet and the Dalai Lamas,

of his past.

the world’s first trillion-dollar

and gives insights into leadership

draws on his thirty years of special

company. Cook is leading Apple

and success.

access to His Holiness to deliver

Charles returned to South Africa determined to use class-action
lawsuits as a weapon of social justice. He sued multinationals in
New York for supporting the apartheid government, took on food
companies for fixing the price of bread, and secured a R5-billion
settlement from South Africa’s goldmining industry for miners

to a new era of success.
But he’s also spearheaded a cultural
revolution within the company.

the definitive biography – unique,
Softcover • R230

with several Apple insiders, Kahney,

Class Action is the honest, insightful and inspiring story of a man who

tells the inspiring story of how

wrestled with oppression and resolved to keep fighting it.

one man attempted to replace the

Trade paperback • R320

The fascinating life story of
football legend Neil Tovey.

irreplaceable and succeeded better
Softcover • R250 • 9781776093526 • January

than anyone thought possible.
Trade paperback • R320
9780241348208 • May

Charles Abrahams

Charles Abrahams is a prominent South African human-rights and class-action lawyer.
He completed his law degree at the University of the Western Cape and thereafter
a master’s degree in Public International Law at Leiden University in the Netherlands.
He is the recipient of two prestigious awards, the Eddie Quist-Arcton Award and the

An intimate look at the
man who led Apple to be the
world’s first trillion-dollar
company.

Nelson Mandela Scholarship Award. He is currently pursuing a doctorate degree at
Oxford University and continues to practise law.

40

revelatory, controversial.

9781776094035 • May

Drawing on authorized access

suffering from silicosis and tuberculosis.

Alexander Norman, acclaimed

41

9781846044670 • June

The first authorised
biography of His Holiness
the Dalai Lama in 25 years,
bringing his unique life
fully up to date.

Non-fiction paperbacks
12 Rules for Life

21 Lessons for the
21st Century

Jordan B. Peterson

Yuval Noah Harari

Gripping, thoughtprovoking and deeply

What do we really need

rewarding, 12 Rules for Life

to know in today’s world?

offers an antidote to the

In twenty-one bite-sized

chaos in our lives: eternal

lessons, Yuval Noah Harari

truths applied to our

explores what it means

modern problems.

to be human in an age

NATURE
& TRAVEL

of bewilderment

The Last Elephants

Paperback • R199
9780141988511 • May

Compiled by Don Pinnock, Colin Bell

Paperback • R215
9781784708283 • June

Elephants are killed, on average, every 15–20 minutes
– a situation that will see the final demise of these
intelligent, extraordinary animals in less than three
decades. They are a species in crisis.
This magnificent book offers chapters written
by the most prominent people in the realm of
conservation and wildlife, among them researchers,
conservationists, film makers, criminologists,
TV personalities and journalists. The spectacular
photographs have been selected from among
Africa’s best wildlife photographers, and the
Foreword is provided by Prince William.
It is hoped this book will create awareness of
the devastating loss of elephant lives in Africa
and stem the tide of poaching and hunting.
The Last Elephants – is the title prophetic?
We hope not, but the signs are worrying.
Softcover with flaps • R490 • 9781775846840 • March

21 Lessons for the 21st Century confronts some of
the most urgent questions on today’s global agenda.
CLICK HERE FOR AN AUTHOR VIDEO
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NEW Scorpions of
EDITION Southern Africa

100 Bushveld Trees
Megan Emmett Parker

Jonathan Leeming

NATURE & TRAVEL

January – June 2019

Field Guides

This highly visual new guide
Scorpions of Southern

introduces readers to 100 of

Africa, the go-to guide

the most memorable trees in

for identifying southern

the bushveld – the northern and

Africa’s rich scorpion

eastern regions of South Africa,

fauna, has now been

encompassing both the lowveld

freshly designed,

and the highveld. For each tree, the

updated and expanded.

bark, leaves, flowers, fruit, thorns

a chapter on how to go about identifying scorpions.
An invaluable guide for the amateur naturalist and

NEW
EDITION

NEW
EDITION

and other features are described,

It includes 12 additional
species, new images and distribution maps, and

NEW
EDITION

accompanied by detailed photos, as well as full-tree images.
An introduction covers the basics of tree anatomy, supported by
a pictorial glossary, and the author’s streamlined ID method that

professional alike.

enables even novices to make quick and sure identifications.

Softcover • R230 • 9781775846529 • January

complicated world of trees.

This accessible new guide will help readers unlock the

Softcover • R300 • 9781775846550 • April

Field Guide to Wild
Flowers of South Africa
John Manning

Beachcombing in South Africa
Rudy van der Elst

Field Guide to
Common Trees &
Shrubs of East Africa
Najma Dharani

Field Guide to Insects
of South Africa

Mike Picker, Charles Griffiths
& Alan Weaving

This fully updated edition of Field
Guide to Wild Flowers of South

Fully updated and expanded, this

This trusted best-seller has been

Africa covers more than 1,100 species

third edition of the top-selling Field

comprehensively updated and

Anyone who spends time beside the sea knows there’s

of flora, focusing on the most

Guide to Common Trees & Shrubs

expanded to feature accounts of

a wealth of ‘treasure’ to be found, be it natural or

common, conspicuous and ‘showy’

of East Africa now features more

over 1,500 species and insect groups.

manufactured, living or washed up. Beachcombing in South

plants around the region.

than 520 of the trees and shrubs –

Included are the most common,

indigenous and naturalized exotics –

most economically and ecologically

commonly found in the region.

important, interesting and attractive

Africa is a friendly guide to the seashore’s rich pickings.
Short chapters about sea plants and the many different

An informative introduction
discusses plant diversity, vegetation

kinds of animal, as well as inanimate objects, detail what

types, and includes a key to

can be found and how to interpret or identify specimens.

identifying plant groups.

Each of the four sections – trees,
shrubs, palms and mangroves – is

Items may reveal links to activities or biological events in

This invaluable, up-to-date guide

the nearby ocean – or, perhaps, thousands of miles away.

provides the tools and information

Aimed at a wide audience of beach strollers, dog
walkers, anglers, bird watchers and families who share

professional, students, gardeners,

according to scientific name.

farmers, tourists and anyone with
an interest in the natural world will

Softcover • R390
9781775846086 • March

a fascination with the seashore and its treasures.

Entomologists, both amateur and

arranged in alphabetical order

needed to identify flowering plants
across South Africa.

insects in the region.

appreciate this illuminating and
invaluable guide.

Softcover • R390
Softcover • R180 • 9781775845713 • February

9781775846765 • January

An invaluable ID guide to the
trees and shrubs in gardens,
parks and along roadsides
of East Africa.

Softcover • R390
9781775845843 • April

Become a Struik Nature Club Member & find out about
our book launches, competitions & special offers
on Struik Nature guides & books. It’s free to join:

www.struiknatureclub.co.za
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Mushrooms &
other Fungi of
South Africa

revised &
updated

Gary B. Goldman,
Marieka Gryzenhout
Neither plant nor animal,
fungi form a unique
group of organisms. They
appear in such diverse
shapes, sizes and colours
that identifying them
can be difficult; and, for
foragers, distinguishing

Wild Flowers of Kenya &
Northern Tanzania
Anne Powys

Makgadikgadi Pans –
A Traveller’s Guide to the
Salt Flats of Botswana

How to Identify Trees
in Southern Africa

Braam van Wyk & Piet van Wyk

Grahame McLeod

A compact guide featuring nearly

between edible and poisonous varieties can be risky.
Featuring 212 fungi commonly found in South Africa, this
engaging guide details the characteristic features of each
species, as well as their distribution, habitat and edibility.
A comprehensive introduction explains the basic

A direct, straightforward and

biology of fungi, their role in the ecosystem and their

effective guide to tree identification.

use for humans. Magnificently illustrated with more than

400 wild flowers of Kenya and

In this first guidebook on the pans

northern Tanzania, grouped for ease

and their environs, Makgadikgadi

of use according to flower colour. The

Pans – A Traveller’s Guide to

it provides a clear understanding of

a beautiful book that will inspire nature lovers, foragers

book includes the most widespread

Botswana’s Salt Flats explores this

how trees are constructed and what

and anyone who has wondered about these extraordinary

and commonly encountered species

fascinating region, bringing to life

to look for when identifying a tree.

members of our natural world.

as well as some unusual flowers found

its geology, wildlife, vegetation,

in more remote areas.

climate, local economy and key

and explanatory illustrations support

destinations. Full-colour maps and

the text, making this an accessible

lively photographs support the text.

and easy-to-use guide.

Plants range from hardy succulents
to spectacular epiphytic orchids
and shaggy mountain lobelias, each

Additional features include advice

Now in an updated second edition,

Numerous colour photographs

How to Identify Trees in Southern

concisely presented with reference

on where to stay; sights to see

Africa will equip readers with

to key features and typical habitat.

and how to get there; activities on

a sound understanding of how

Additional notes indicate whether

offer throughout the year; contact

trees work and what to look for

a given species has particular

details; and a travel advisory.

in order to make a positive ID.

ecological, medicinal or cultural value.

Informative, practical and userfriendly, Makgadikgadi Pans is an

Softcover • R200
9781775842453 • May

inspiring guide for all visitors to
Botswana and the alluring salt
sea of the Makgadikgadi.
Softcover • R200
9781775845577 • May

600 colour photographs, this is both a practical guide and

Softcover • R290
9781775846789 • May
Ook beskikbaar in Afrikaans:

Softcover • R370 • 9781775846543 • June

A Guide to the Dragonflies &
Damselflies of South Africa

Stuarts’ Field
Guide to the
Tracks & Signs
of Southern,
Central & East
African Wildlife

Warwick and Michèle Tarboton

Delicate, colourful, jewel-like and predatory, dragonflies and
damselflies are intriguing insects. Now revised and updated,
this lavishly illustrated field guide covers all 164 species
known to occur in South Africa, Lesotho and Swaziland.

Chris & Mathilde
Stuart

Beautifully presented and authoritative, this book will
appeal to anyone with an interest in South Africa’s insect

Identifiseer die Bome

life, and to nature lovers in general.

van Suider-Afrika

This highly popular

9781775846802

field guide provides

Softcover • R310 • 9781775847007 • June

comprehensive coverage
of tracks, droppings,
bird pellets, nests and
shelters, and feeding
signs, not only for mammals, but also for birds, reptiles,
insects and other invertebrates. Featuring multiple fullcolour photographs, detailed descriptions, sketches and
measurements of tracks, and advice on where to look
for tracks and signs, this field guide continues to be the
standard reference on the subject in the region.
Softcover • R390 • 9781775846925 • June
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Beer Country’s Beer. Food. Fire.
Greg Gilowey & Karl Tessendorf

This book is what happens when two guys spend way
too much time obsessing about beer and food around
a fire pit. Ride along as brothers-in-law Greg and Karl

2000 Family Meals

2000 Healthy Meals

explore South Africa’s craft beer culture and meet
the passionate people behind a few of their favourite

2000 Family Meals contains hundreds of recipes

2000 Healthy Meals is full of delicious recipes that are

beers. Then braai your way through a collection of

(plus variations) for every occasion.

designed to be healthy and low in calories. This is not

ridiculously tasty recipes and discover the world of

There are ideas for breakfasts, lunches, dinners

specifically a diet book, but instead is designed to support

food and beer pairing. Learn new ways to use beer

and desserts. The meals have been chosen with

and inspire those who want to watch their food intake,

and beer ingredients in your cooking and do it all

families in mind and can all be made quickly, and can

without having to count each calorie. The recipes are suitable

with a cold brew in hand. This is Beer Country’s Beer.

easily be customised to suit the tastes of different

for a range of different requirements including meat-free,

Food. Fire.

family members.

dairy-free, low carb, low fat, low sugar and gluten-free.

Softcover • R290 • 9781432310066 • February

Softcover • R295 • 9781432310073 • January

Softcover • R295 • 9781432310080 • January

Plate

Marlene van der Westhuizen
The recipes in this book can be used every day of the
week for that one main course we cook daily, whether
we’re cooking for the family or entertaining our friends.
Divided into just three chapters – Meat, Poultry and
Seafood – the recipes range from well-known classics to
modern dishes, many with a Continental influence. All are
prepared with the author’s flair for home-cooked, hearty
and delicious meals.
Plate would make the perfect house-warming gift for
those relatively inexperienced in the kitchen, but even
seasoned cooks will find inspiration.
Hardcover • R395 • 9781432309374 • March
Ook beskikbaar in Afrikaans: Bord
9781432309381
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Spice Odyssey
Cariema Isaacs

Cariema Isaacs’s affinity for spices
emanates from her Cape Malay
heritage and her time spent cooking
and baking in her grandmother’s
kitchen in Bo-Kaap, the Cape Malay
Quarter in Cape Town. Thus, at a very
early age she understood the tastes
derived from cumin and coriander,
the pungency of fennel, cloves
and star anise, and the piquancy
of chilli powder, cayenne pepper
and masala blends.
Spice Odyssey showcases
a multitude of beautifully written
recipes with some familiar spices from
her Cape Malay heritage and fresh
aromatics from her travels to India,
Turkey, Malaysia, Sri Lanka and the
Middle East.
Softcover • R350
9781432309367 • April

CAPE TOWN

Estuaries No. 4, Oxbow Crescent, Century Avenue, Century City, 7441
PO Box 1144, Cape Town, 8001
p +27 (0)21 460 5400 f +27 (0)21 555 1350
JOHANNESBURG

Rosebank Office Park, Block D, 181 Jan Smuts Avenue, Parktown North, 2193
PO Box 52013, Saxonwold, 2132
p +27 (0)11 327 3550 f +27 (0)11 327 3660

A Taste of South Africa with
the Kosher Butcher’s Wife
Sharon Lurie

www.penguinrandomhouse.co.za

After highly successful outings with her first two books, Sharon Lurie, aka
the Kosher Butcher’s Wife, decided that it was time to make it official and
combine the influences of her culinary inheritance, i.e. cooking kosher as
a proud South African.
In A Taste of South Africa with the Kosher Butcher’s Wife, she takes the
home cook on an adventure encompassing many of the country’s diverse
and iconic dishes, yet faithful to universal Jewish religious dietary laws.

SHARON LURIE

And in her imitable style, Sharon will keep you laughing along the way.
Softcover • R290 • 9781432309756 • June
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